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Discussion Questions for Book Clubs 

*If you had to describe the book, what would you say its main 
theme is? 

*In one path Tayib takes, he becomes an architect. In another, 
he changes his course of architecture to medicine. How did 
you decide on your career path? Did you question your 
decision at any point along the way? 

*What is the significance of Amira’s visit to the church with 
Hany?  

*What is the significance of Tayib's childhood memory of 
losing the napkin his dad gave him to pay the utilities with? 
What do you think of his father’s “test”? 

*How might Tayib’s life have been different if he had passed 
the “test”? 

*The daughters, Dalia and Layla, have very different 
relationships with their mothers, Aida and Yasmin. Which one 
could you relate to more? Why? 

*One of the characters, Layla, is struggling with how to balance mothering her young kids with 
how to pursue the career she wants. Do you think she will be happy with her solution in the long 
run? Do you think it's realistic? 

*One of the characters, Dalia, struggles with her parents’ expectations of her to be married and 
have a family. How have you struggled with family expectations? 

*What are some of the differences and similarities in the way family life and family relationships 
work in the book’s different settings? How do the different settings change family dynamics? 

*Do you think one of Tayib's paths/ lives was better than the other? If so, which one and why? 

*Amira, Tayib’s sister, makes the same decision about staying in Egypt in both story lines. Why 
do you think she chose to stay? 

*Both daughters, Dalia and Layla, marry non-Egyptians. Compare and contrast their relationships. 
How might their lives have been different if they had married Egyptians? 

*Who is your favorite character in the book or the one you most identify with? Why? 

*Have you moved to a different town, city, state, or country? How does your experience compare 
or differ from Tayib and his families’? 

Buy Yet, Home here: http://amzn.to/2jzgS42 
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